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of the C language I'm doing a project to understand C language. I would like to know how the heap of

the C language is divided. Is there any part dedicated to this? What happens if I allocate some
memory using realloc() and allocate some more memory? Thanks A: I'm doing a project to

understand C language Well, this is a tough job, but I'd start you off with any of the in-depth C Primer
books. Those books cover the topics in depth, and in addition, they cover things like C pointers,

structures, arrays, function calls, etc. When you say "how the heap is divided", you really mean "in
what parts of the code, or what memory are the data structures and function parameters located".
And depending on what you're doing, you may want to look at the block function, which allows you

to explicitly define a memory zone, as you do so with malloc and realloc. Indeed, just glancing at the
code, you'll see that these functions allocate blocks that look like data structures, although they

could be anything at all. of the Justice Department. * * * * * The President's approach to law
enforcement activities is characterized by a preference c6a93da74d
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